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A Social History of the Kingston Pump House Steam Museum;  

Part two: 1992-current 

Volunteering and Politics  

 
By Henk Wevers 

 

 

English historian G. M. Trevelyan saw social history as the bridging point between economic 

and political history, reflecting that, "Without social history, economic history is barren and 

political history unintelligible.” 
1
 In many ways, the history of the Pump House Steam Museum 

conforms to this idea. 

 
 

The Spirit of Jack Telgmann; From Memory 

 

The elderly man, sitting across from my desk,  comes with an interesting proposal: to donate a 

complete set of measuring instruments from  the inspection room at the Canadian Locomotive 

Company to our machine tool laboratory for the benefit of our students. We are in the 

Department of Mechanical Engineering at Queen’s University, Kingston, Ontario, and the 

visiting gentleman is Jack Telgmann recently retired from his position as an inspector at the 

Ontario Street manufacturing company that had made its last locomotive in 1969 when it was 

closed; it was demolished in 1971.  

 

The meeting with Jack Telgmann took place in the first weeks of my junior academic position at 

Queen’s University in 1970. Our young family had arrived from The Netherlands and was 

desperately trying to acclimatize in so many ways at once. As a result, I was utterly unaware of 

what was going on outside my narrow academic world. I had no inkling about Jack’s 

involvement in a major local initiative: the restoration of the Kingston Water Works. Nor did it 

register that several of my colleagues were involved in his team as members of the Frontenac 

Society of Model Engineers.
2
  However Jack’s gentle and generous demeanor and his 

indomitable spirit stayed with me.  

 

Twenty five years later, at the beginning of my own retirement I would meet Jack Telgmann’s 

soul through our volunteer work for the Pump House Steam Museum.   

 

 

An Arms-length Management Agreement 

 

From January 1992, the City-owned Pump House Steam Museum was managed under an arms-

length agreement signed between the City of Kingston and the marine museum of the Great 
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Lakes at Kingston. 
3
 The marine museum was founded in 1975 as a charitable business registered 

with Revenue Canada. The offer from the City to contribute just over $64,000 annually for the 

combined operation of the Pump House Steam Museum and marine museum was a vital portion 

of its funding. The agreement remained in place until 2005 without any change to the 

management fee over the entire period. Neither was there a process for measuring the 

performance of either museum operation against criteria established by the City. 
4
 The steady 

income from the City in return for the management of the Pump House Steam Museum was 

welcomed by the Board of Directors of the marine museum and a powerful incentive to keep the 

Pump House Steam Museum under its wing.  

 

The magnificent and large Victorian steam engines and pumps, and the many industrial artifacts 

in the collection of the Pump House Steam Museum, no longer operated on live steam. The 

Curator Ron York, the only technically informed full-time engineer in the museum, saw his 

position terminated a long time ago. 
5
  Instead, volunteers from the engineering professions and 

the skilled trades, members of the FSME, and volunteers who were connected to the Kingston 

Division of the Canadian Railroad Historical Association, kept the museum going during the 

tourist season from May to September. 
6
  In the background hovered the friendly Ken Olson, a 

retired city employee with deep roots in Parks and Recreation and many friends among the trades 

who work for the City. 
7
 His backroom involvement and access to the trades among city staff, 

lubricated the day to day operation of the museum in parallel with volunteer’s work, and the 

occasional marine museum staff participation. Olsen was also a packrat and this would conflict 

later with the extension of exhibit space. Volunteers from the marine museum operated the ticket 

counter. Over the years the museum slowly became the orphan in the two-museum organization 

and the number of visitors declined to a few hundred in 1998, from a peak of 15,000 plus in the 

mid-1980s when visitors came from all over Canada, the USA and Europe.
8
 
9
 

 

In the meantime, starting in 1996, a group of volunteers organized model boat building courses 

at the marine museum under the inspiring leadership of Fred Werthmann, who had much 

experience in building historic wooden ship models for federal and provincial museums. This 

prepared a core group of already generally skilled volunteers to acquire boat building expertise; 
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it would be readily applied during the restoration of the historic 48-foot steam launch Phoebe in 

the collection of the Pump House Steam Museum. 
10

 

 

On a fateful Saturday morning during one of the model workshops, the late Ted Storey, 

Chairman of the 1000 Islands Antique and Classic Boat Society with members in Kingston and 

in Clayton, NY, met Maurice Smith, the Executive Director of the Museum, to discuss the 

transfer of the historic wooden steam launch Phoebe to the Antique Boat Museum in Clayton. In 

that location is a Canadian collection of classic and antique small water craft, sponsored by the 

Thousand Islands Antique and Classic Boat Museum Trust, of which Storey was president; the 

Phoebe would have been an attractive artifact at the Clayton museum. A group of prominent 

Kingston business men and other admirers of classic boats would provide part of the substantial 

funding needed for the restoration, and the proposal would be presented to Council the following 

Tuesday in City Hall. If approved, the Phoebe was to be floated with the assistance of airbags 

and towed across Lake Ontario to Clayton. Transport on a trailer was out of the question since 

she was too delicate.  

 

Overhearing this conversation Henk Wevers questioned why a Kingston built historic boat would 

have to be restored in the US? “Shouldn’t we take care of our own heritage?” was his reaction.  

 

“There is no alternative plan,” answered the museum director. 

 

“So, if there is a credible plan on Monday to restore the Phoebe here in Kingston, would that 

have a chance in Council?  Yes it would.” 

 

With that, a plan was written. An initial restoration fund of $7000 was raised over the weekend 

from friends of the museum and interested supporters. On Monday morning the plan was 

presented to the executive director. “Ten thousand would have been better” was his unexpected 

reaction, but he agreed this was a credible alternative. 
11

 

 

With the new local proposal on the table, Storey suggested that his group’s council presentation 

would be redundant. The cancellation of the Clayton plan was badly received by the group of 

local supporters among them Irwin Rosen, President of Kimco, a local metal recycling company, 

who had committed a substantial sum of money to have the Phoebe restored at the Antique Boat 

Museum in Clayton. Rosen withdrew all support since his condition, that the historic boat would 

be moved to Clayton for restoration, had become unenforceable. Other supporters of the Clayton 

plan were also critical of the local proposal
12

.  Storey, however, came on board and defended the  

local plan among his peers and friends at the Antique and Classic Boat Society, (ACBS), and at 

the Clayton museum board. He became one of our most dedicated supporters and was 

instrumental in providing annual grants ranging from $500 to $1500 from the ACBS from 1998-

2008. 
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 Friends of the Phoebe restored the historic steam launch Phoebe at the Pump House Steam Museum, and later a 

sub-group restored the historic fishing boat the Black Angus between 2003 and 2008. Currently at the Marine 

Museum of the Great Lakes at Kingston. 
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 Personnel meeting and communication between Henk Wevers, proponent, and Maurice Smith, Executive Director 

Marine Museum of the Great Lakes at Kingston, winter 1997. 
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 Personal communication with several members of the Thousand Islands Antique and Classic Boat Museum Trust 
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The restoration started in early January, 1998, while the ice formed a stable, albeit very cold and 

slippery, platform under the boat, which was stored on six screw-jacks above the lower winter 

water level. The very first act was to install badly needed steel beams to reinforce the Phoebe’s 

support structure, two volunteers stepped forward: Chuck McIvor, a retired banker, and David 

Field, retired engineer, both had read an article about the Phoebe in the papers about the project. 

These two men became tireless volunteers and lifelong supporters of the group. The small core 

grew quickly to as much as fifteen volunteers some of whom worked two days per week, winter 

and summer during the period 1992-2003.  Not only did the volunteers concentrate on the 

restoration of the historic vessel, they also re-engineered the dilapidated boathouse, restored the 

grounds of the museum to an interesting outdoor display and started to clean, restore and 

maintain the historic pump house building.  

 

 

      
 
Figure 1 and 2.  The boathouse of the historic steam-launch Phoebe is shown before and after restoration 

by the volunteers during their first year of activity at the Pump House Steam Museum in 1998. 

 

The restored steam launch Phoebe was re-dedicated to the City on August 22, 2003. Elected 

officials of all three levels of government and honored guests were piped in by the late Sandy 

MacLachlan. The re-dedication sparked a whole week of events with an Open House for our 

neighbours in the apartment buildings around the site, a volunteer’s party, and the enacted visit 

by Dr. John Brashear and Mrs. Brashear-Stewart, the first owners of the boat built in 1914.  and 

On the day itself, Town Crier, Chris Wyman read the proclamation and Mayor Isabel Turner 

formally accepted the Phoebe on behalf of the city. Elected officials of all three levels of 

government were present to witness the re-dedication. The Board of Trustees of the marine 

museum who had managed the administrative process paid tribute, Guests were entertained with 

a play written by Peter Aston entitled “The Phoebes.” It dramatized the love story of John 

Brashear and his wife Phoebe Stewart, their great dedication to each other, their career in 

astronomy, and later their fondness for the outdoors on Urania Island, in Lake Muskoka, 

Gravenhurst, Ontario.
13
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Figure 3 and 4. The restored Phoebe in her boathouse, a tight fit…Town Crier Chris Wyman reading the 

proclamation during the re-dedication of the restored steam launch Phoebe to the City of Kingston, on 

August 22, 2003.  

 

While the end of the Phoebe restoration project was a triumph of volunteerism it also inspired the 

“can-do” spirit from the Jack Telgmann era which infused the volunteer group which invigorated 

the museum with new exhibits and restoration of the building envelope.  

 

 

The Gordon C. Leitch Discovery Center 

 

Work had started already in 2001 on the design of a discovery center in honor of Gordon C. 

Leitch, founder of the Upper Lakes Shipping Company. The Leitch family, with Jane Bayly, 

daughter of Gordon Leitch, spearheading the effort, donated over seventy thousand dollars for 

the development of the Gordon C. Leitch Discovery Centre which was an exhibit on technology 

and science closely linked to the Ontario school curriculum. It opened in April, 2002, in the 

museum’s main engine room. Six large hands-on exhibit cabinets invited visitors, especially 

children, to interact with the hands-on experiments. The discovery center was popular from the 

start and functioned without any breakdown over many years until it was replaced in 2012. The 

Leitch family, local dignitaries, elected officials and many supporters were present for the ribbon 

cutting by Jane Bayly and the Mayor Isabel Turner. The atmosphere was outwardly festive, 

however the director of the marine museum, David Goode and some members of the board were 

less enthusiastic and this was noted by the Leitch family; it affected their support in the coming 

years. They committed more funds to the discovery center and the work of the Phoebe 

volunteers, but declined a request for a major investment after a presentation y city staff for a 

museum expansion in 2007. 
14
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Figure 4 and 5. Jane Bayly and a family member admire one of the Gordon C. Leitch Discovery Center 

exhibit modules. At the right two children are intrigued by the gear mechanism of the industrial history 

unit. April 2002. 

 

 

A Dedicated Activity Room in the Pump House Steam Museum 

 

Earlier on it was mentioned that Olson, who contributed a great deal to the informal operation of 

the museum, was also a packrat; the whole of the rear space adjacent to the main engine room 

,built in 1917 to house electrically driven centrifugal pumps to replace the steam engines and 

pumps, was full of pipe fittings, compressors, old electrical motors, pulleys and an endless 

collection of machine parts and rusted artifacts, brought ashore by amateur divers who frequently 

scoured the submerged landscape near the water works.
15

 During 2004, the Phoebe volunteers 

continued transformative efforts at the museum overseeing the building of an activity room in the 

1917 extension. This required the complete removal of all stored items. Some of the non-historic 

collection was disposed of; other items of some value used for informal repairs were stored in a 

shed at the rear of the museum. The activity room was to contain the Gordon C. Leitch 

Discovery Center, making room in the main engine room to better show its cathedral-like space 

and giant engines.  The new phase was designed by Alexander Wilson, Architect Inc. The 

Phoebe volunteer group took on the major task of finishing the steel structure supporting the 

mezzanine, exposing the original Victorian brick work, and restoring the large arched windows 

that were part of the rear façade of the 1990 Romanesque building; these had been hidden by the 

1917 extension.
16

 The funding came from a $89,000 grant from the Trillium Foundation of 

Ontario that had been written by Al Petersen, administrative officer at the marine museum, with 

the assistance of Henk Wevers, museum volunteer. I addition the Bayly family made a 

contribution of over $40,000 for the space and $10,000 for the restoration of two double door 

systems with transoms that reinstated the architectural appearance as seen from the public 

walkway along the lakeshore.  
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 See page 2. Personal observations by volunteers and photographic record during cleaning of the space in 

preparation for the building of the Activity Room. 
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 The Kingston Pump House Steam Museum; A Social History. Henk Wevers, Part one 1849-1992. 
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Live Steam…! 
 

The volunteers organized two live steam weekends while the restoration work on the Phoebe was 

ongoing, one in late summer of 2001 and the other the next year on August 29-September 1, 

2002. Both events drew great crowds.  Members of the Frontenac Society of Model Engineers, 

including Ron York, readied and operated the steam boiler and the main engines for the first time 

since 1992. 
17

 The Royal Signals Band from the UK performed at the 2002 four-day festival. The 

large and colorful band was in town for military celebrations and the volunteers were able to 

engage them for the steam event. Several out-of-town exhibiters of historic and antique farm and 

industrial equipment collections enriched the festival.  One of the highlights were two Stanley 

steam automobiles, one owned by Dr. Bill Burwell from Renfrew, Ontario and the other, a 

Stanley 1922 model, restored by David Nergaard who had driven it from Littleton, 

Massachusetts, a four hundred mile, (680 km), one way trip! 
18

 He gave tours around the 

downtown which drew large crowds to the Pump House Steam Museum grounds. 

 

       
  
Figure 6 and 7.  Members of the UK Royal Signals Band arrive by bus at the Pump House Steam Museum 

to entertain at the 2003 Steam Festival at the museum. On the right, David Nergaard blowing off steam, 

he courageously drove his 1922 Stanley steam automobile all the way from Littleton MA to attend the 

Kingston steam festival! 

 

 

 

Confusion on All Fronts 

 

While the Pump House Steam Museum attracted more and more attention, the task to manage it 

grew and strained the administrative staff of the marine museum. This became especially acute 

when the Maurice Smith, Executive Director from 1977 retired in 2001. From its earliest humble 

state when it was established in 1975 under the leadership of Audrey E. Rushbrook, he had 
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 Nergaard recounted that he would ask stations attendants for water to fill his car engine…To fuel the boiler he 

needed kerosene which he purchased at hardware stores. For more information see: 

http://www.steamautomobile.com/northea/report.html 
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transformed the marine museum, into a unique cultural institution well known nationally and 

internationally. In a brief and turbulent period after his retirement, several executive directors, 

six in less than four years, followed, one after the other: David Goode, 2002; Carole Pensom, 

2002 to 2004; Gwen Charles 2005; Paul George, Interim Executive Director, 2005, (early 2006 

he was hired by the City to manage the MacLachlan Wood Work Museum); Pat Chandler, a 

volunteer, became Acting Executive Director in 2006, followed by Ann Blake, Executive 

Director April 2006 to 2010. These officers had to maintain the day to day activities at the 

marine museum, while at the same time trying to put the museum on a more steady financial 

foundation, rejuvenate the exhibits and deal with a multitude of managerial problems including 

turmoil at the board of director’s level and … pressure from the impatient Pump House Steam 

Museum volunteers. 
19

 

 

A Pump House Steam Museum financial statement for the period January through December 

2002 shows that the income for that year was just over $50,000 consisting of a City of Kingston 

management fee of $37,721, donations of $30 and admissions of $12,451. Expenses were just 

under $57,800. The difference, a loss of $7,585 was born by the marine museum. This sad 

financial situation occurred while the Phoebe restoration neared its completion with a well-

funded dedicated account filled through private donations. The installation of the Gordon C. 

Leitch Discovery Centre and the building of the activity room complete with its own endowment 

became a classic case of the tail wagging the dog.  

 

 

A Political Storm Brewing… 

 

November 4, 2003 Al Peterson representing the executive director of the marine museum, and 

several of his staff, accompanied by a volunteer, undertook a walkthrough of the Pump House 

Steam Museum followed by a meeting, in an attempt to start a formal re-organization of the 

operations at the Pump House Steam Museum. This was a result of a request by the museum 

volunteers to work within a budget and establish a proper maintenance protocol. Lofty plans 

were laid out and put to paper, but nothing happened after that. Museum staff was distracted and 

avoided working at the museum in favor of more urgent tasks at the marine museum, the arms-

length management agreement with the City was not working and there was no control by the 

City to assure compliance with the agreement.
20

 

 

After six years of working informally for the advancement of the Pump House Steam Museum, 

the “Phoebe Volunteer Group” announced on October 14, 2004, the formation of “The Friends of 

the Phoebe” as a registered charitable business with Revenue Canada. It was in reaction to not 

being taken serious in our attempts to improve the status of the Pump House Steam Museum 

under the arms-length management agreement. A well designed quarterly newsletter was 

produced that had wide distribution among the supporters and business community in Kingston.  

It was also sent to the Mayor and members of Council.
21
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 From the minute books of the Board of Directors Marine Museum of the Great Lakes at Kingston and personal 

observations as member of the Board.  
20

 Pump House Walk-Through Meeting Minutes by Al Peterson and staff, annotated by Henk Wevers. Dated 

November 7, 2003. 
21

 Newsletter may be located at the Phoebe website: http://db.library.queensu.ca/phoebe/friends/friends.html 
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On November 8, 2004 the newly established Friends of the Phoebe made a formal presentation to 

Council whereby they showed their massive volunteer contributions of 34,000 hours of work on 

the Phoebe restoration, 17,000 hours on the design and building of the Gordon C. Leitch 

Discovery Centre and the activity room to house it. In addition, 3000 hours from the model train 

volunteer group, lobby and interpretation volunteers and other volunteering. Private donations 

were documented at $125,000 from the Leitch family, $40,000 in cash donations from supporters 

for the Phoebe, and $40,000 in kind donations from businesses in Kingston, and beyond. Capital 

investments from the City amounted to $105,000 in addition to the annual management fee of 

$32,000 per year to the marine museum.  

 

The same day, Ann Pappert, Manager of Cultural Services, had received a letter from a 

volunteer/ratepayer, it suggested:” … carefully stipulate what must be done for the contract 

money the City may assign to the caretaker. This should cover curatorial work, maintenance, 

programming, public relations and education, and opening times coordinated with the peak 

period for primary school visits. These were all areas aimed at increasing the profile of the 

PHSM commensurate with its importance as a cultural asset of our historic City. The POS, 

(purchase service agreement, Author) should be transparent and in its details allow the work at 

the PHSM to be audited.” 
22

 

 

On November 15, 2004, Pappert was sent notification of the formation of a volunteer advisory 

committee. It aimed at getting attention from Council and city staff; the committee had an  

impressive membership: Tom Harris, Dean of Applied Science and Brian Surgenor, Professor 

Mechanical Engineering, both from Queen’s University; David DuQuesnay, Professor 

Mechanical Engineering, RMC; Mark Siemons General Manager Altair Electronics, Past Chair 

of the marine museum Board of Directors; Jim Foster, P. Eng., Process Engineering Supervisor 

DuPont Canada Inc., and Henk Wevers, P.Eng., Professor Emeritus Mechanical Engineering. 

The Mission Statement listed four main goals: “promote the long-term health and  preservation 

of the Pump House Steam Museum as a community asset; encourage educational programming 

aimed at the history of science and technology and the role of engineering in civil society; 

research  and publish information on the building, artifacts, and the role of engineering in public 

health from the late 1800s to the current; interact with national and international organizations of 

professional engineers, educational institutions and citizens for the well-being of the museum.”
23

 

There were two bi-annual meetings of the full committee with staff of Cultural Services 

attending; recommendations and suggestions by the committee members were taken seriously 

and had an impact. 

 

Over the final days of 2004 and the early months of 2005, the marine museum assigned Gordon 

Robinson, hired by the museum as a staff assistant, to function part-time as an Assistant Curator 

at the Pump House Steam Museum. The move was welcomed by the volunteers.  
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 Letter from Henk Wevers to Ann Pappart, Manager Cultural Services, dated November 8, 2004. 
23

 Letter from Henk Wevers, Volunteer PHSM to Ann Pappert, Manager Cultural Services, dated November 15, 

2004. Cc. Lance Thurston, Commissioner Department of Community Services. It covers the establishment of a 

volunteer advisory committee, patterned after official Council Advisory Committees. 
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Pappert sent a detailed and informative letter to Henk Wevers on December 19, 2004, answering 

the letters sent to her on November 8 and 15. She expressed her appreciation for the volunteer 

time and efforts. Then continued, indicating that there were three streams of work underway at 

Cultural Services Division… 

 

“First, we are developing an Acquisition and De-accessioning civic policy which will determine 

the future care of items in the collection of the City of Kingston. Second, the City of Kingston is 

negotiating its lease and management agreement with the Board of the marine museum. In this 

agreement, we must address operations, collections and activities at the Pump House Steam 

Museum. In this agreement, we must address pressures related to the PHSM’ operation as per 

issues of risk while continuing to address the limitations of our operating budget. Third, in early 

2005 the City will conduct a shoreline restoration project which will directly impact on the 

current location of the Phoebe and boat house. With a view to the future, the City of Kingston 

has not defined its long term plan for the Pump House Steam Museum and its in situ collection. 

Our intention is to work with the museum community and to consult volunteers over the next two 

years to achieve a strategy.” 

 

It also stated that in accordance with committee policies and procedures, a council appointed 

advisory committee and a greater role for the Friends of the Phoebe was suggested “in the 

future”. Clearly the advisory committee formed by the Friends of the Phoebe was not officially 

accepted. However, it had already positively affected volunteer interaction with senior staff at 

City Hall. The suggestions from the committee had made an impact and would set the agenda for 

negotiations that followed. 
24

 

 

In their reply, by letter dated January 1, 2005, the volunteers acknowledged the receipt of the 

letter and responded by addressing all three “streams of work”, suggesting temporary solutions 

for all items of concern to staff. 
25

 

 

Over the Christmas holidays The Friends of the Phoebe developed a strategy complete with some 

innovative tactics of their own and they directly approached the Commissioner of Community 

Services. They explained that normally they would not have bypassed his staff, but sensing a 

serious negative development in the museum’s next season, they stated:  “The volunteers would 

like to have access to the museum to get the exhibits up and running, as they have done for the 

last seven years.” They continued:” The old management contract with the marine museum is 

expired and it appears no new contract has been drawn up. If for whatever reason staff cannot 

complete a long term strategy, would it be a good idea to manage the museum during 2005 on a 

temporary basis? The many volunteers are ready to take direction from staff.” 
26
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 Letter from Pappert, Manager Cultural Services, December 19, 2004 to Henk Wevers. Cc. Lance Thurston, 

Commissioner, Community Services Department; Robin Etherington, Supervisor Policy and Support, Community 

Services Department; President, Board of Directors, Marine Musuem. 
25

 Letter dated January 1, 2005 To Ann Pappart, Manager Cultural Services, from Henk Wevers, with copies sent to 

Lance Thurston, Commissioner Community Services; Robin Etherington, Supervisor Policy and Support, 

Community Services; Carolyn Thornburrow, Chair Marine Museum of the Great Lakes at Kingston; Gordon 

Robinson, Manager Pump House Steam Museum (part time, on staff at the marine museum) 
26

 Personal letter from Henk Wevers to Lance Thurston expressing concern about the lack of progress regarding the 

management of the museum for 2005. 
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Jack Telgmann’s spirit hovered in the background prodding old friends for support, both in the 

community and at City Hall, … it worked. 

 

The letter received a response from Thurston that included an encouragement to meet with 

Pappart. Apparently staff at the Department of Cultural Services was ready to submit a report to 

the Community Services Committee. In the meeting, Pappart made it clear that the Phoebe was 

not registered as a cultural asset of the city; it was considered a “stranded asset”. Paperwork 

about her transfer from the Frontenac Society of Model Engineers to the City in the mid-1980s 

apparently was never completed. 
27

  There were other details raising alarm: the absence of 

wheelchair accessibility to the second floor of the new activity center and to the washrooms on 

the main floor; safety concerns about the workshop that the members of the Frontenac Society of 

Model Engineers had installed in earlier years and operated occasionally; problems with the 

wiring of the model train exhibit, and more… 

 

On February 18,
 
2005, the Friends of the Phoebe responded with a long letter. In it they 

addressed each concern and suggested simple temporary measures to alleviate the City’s safety 

concerns, some of which were far-fetched. For example “the proximity of the public to steam 

displays” was not a real concern, since live steam weekends ended after the spectacular but 

difficult to organize and expensive 2002 event. The volunteers also stated, in the strongest 

words, their apprehension concerning a casual comment from a staff person declaring a period of 

“hibernation” for the museum would provide time for designing an administrative strategy…
28

 

 

Events moved quickly and the “Information Report to the Community Services Committee” 

from Lance Thurston, Commissioner, Department of Cultural Services, to Denis Leger, Acting 

Chief Administrative Officer, was made public on February 28, 2005. The report was a 

confirmation of what the volunteers already knew from their meetings with staff. It opened with 

background information then presented seven “Matters for Consideration”. The first was about 

funding $31,000 for the management of the Pump House Steam Museum and $33,439.80 as a 

city grant to the marine museum. The second referred to the facility inspection in 2004 with its 

list of safety concerns, such as proximity of the public to “steam displays” and lack of safety in 

the access to the external boathouse which held the steamship Phoebe. Reference was made to a 

“Cultural Framework Strategy” that “will explore and define the issues, opportunities and gaps 

related to the future of museums in Kingston.” And then there was the issue of the shoreline 

restoration behind the Pump House Steam Museum in the summer of 2005 that required the 

relocation of the Phoebe. 
29

 

 

In the “Discussion of Approach” one paragraph alarmed the Friends of the Phoebe: “The marine 

museum Board has indicated that it wants to focus on the re-organization and enhancement of 

the marine museum and therefore might prefer not to manage the Pump House Steam Museum 

on behalf of the City of Kingston in 2005/2006/2007. However, it would consider storing the 

Phoebe during the shoreline restoration or accepting the Phoebe into its collection.”  

                                                 
27

 The Kingston Pump House Steam Museum; A Social History. Henk Wevers, Part one 1849-1992. 

http://me.queensu.ca/people/wevers/ pg. xxxxxxx 
28

 Letter from Henk Wevers, signed Volunteer PHSM to Ann Pappert, Manager Cultural Services, Cc. Lance 

Thurston, Commissioner Community Services 
29

 Information Report to Community Services Committee. Report No.: CS-010 
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Three options were considered if the marine museum indeed decided not to continue its 

management agreement with the City, these were: City staff would manage the museum; seek a 

third party organization to manage the museum; or let the museum “hibernate” while Cultural 

Services conducts a review of the Pump House Steam Museum’s merit and purpose within the 

community of museums. The paragraph concluded: “This may take two years to complete.” 

 

For the volunteers, the only good news at this time was a report by Andre Scheinman, Heritage 

Preservation Consultant and McCormick Corporation entitled the City of Kingston’s Building 

Master Plan. It ranked the Romanesque Kingston Water Works building as number one among 

fifteen City owned historic buildings in the three categories considered in the research: historic 

significance; location; and use of the building as a museum. 
30

 

 

What would public perception be if a number-one heritage building with an operating museum in 

the downtown area would revert to a state of “hibernation”! 

 

 

Hibernation…? 

 

On March 3, 2005 the Kingston Whig Standard headlined its news report of the public meeting 

of the Community Services Committee with the title “Pump House Steam Museum may become 

history; Staff studying if city wants to remain  ‘in the museum business’”. In the article Lance 

Thurston, Commissioner of Cultural Services, is quoted saying: “My fear, and I think this is a 

fear of many people, is that when you close something down like this museum, there is a real 

threat that this may never open again.”
31

 

 

In a letter, that same day, to the Kingston Whig Standard, the volunteers, referring to the article 

in the paper, offered to increase their efforts to assist City staff to keep the museum open during 

the 2005 season. The letter spoke of the importance of the museum as a tourist attraction and as a 

cultural asset in the historic City of Kingston. It emphasized that attendance had steeply ramped 

up during the last two years and that substantial funds had been invested in the museum by the 

City for building improvement. Most importantly, it was noted that hundreds of thousands of 

dollars in cash donations and in kind from private donors, businesses, Community Foundation of 

Greater Kingston, Trillium Foundation of Ontario, and other charitable foundations had been 

invested. The letter ended with a stark and rhetorical warning: “Council and City Staff beware. 

Cut off our historic roots and stop funding our cultural heritage and the City will decline and 

loose her identity. There may be games, there may be food, but her soul will be lost.”
32

 

 

The flood of community support following the publication of the difficulties with the museum 

was heartwarming. Letters to the Editor exploded and arrived from within the City and from far 

beyond: several of Canada’s provinces, the USA, Germany, Holland, UK, France and more. One 

                                                 
30

 Council Report by Andre Scheinman, Heritage Preservation Consultant and McCormick Corporation entitled the 

City of Kingston’s Building Conservation Master Plan, 2004.  
31

 The Kingston Whig Standard, March 3, 2005. Page 1 and 8 
32

 Letter to the Editor, Kingston Whig Standard, signed by Henk Wevers, PHSM Volunteer, Chair Friends of the 

Phoebe, March 3, 2005. 
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letter stood out: “Dear Mr. Editor, I am a grade 8 student living in Burlington, Ontario. I think 

the idea of closing the pump house steam museum is blasphemy. It’s a great place to learn and 

gather knowledge. I don’t know why anybody would want to close it. Yours truly, … Ya, that’s it 

word for word: A mind all logic is like a knife all blade. It makes the hand bleed that uses it.” 
33

 

 

The volunteers analyzed the “Information Report to the Community Services Committee” and 

offered solutions for each of the problems mentioned in the report, going so far as to suggest the 

use of Phoebe and Gordon C. Leitch Discovery Centre funds that had accrued in the designated 

accounts managed by the marine museum. Most of the safety issues were again shown to be 

neutralized by simple, no cost bearing measures, such as closing the rear yard of the museum 

during reconstruction of the shore line and more mundane perceived safety issues. “Hibernation” 

was not an option according to the volunteers and their supporters which included several 

Councilors. Off the record, senior staff admitted that any temporary closure of the museum might 

last a much longer time than set out in documents and could lead to a permanent closure.  

 

 

A Turnaround 

 

The volunteers lobbied hard sending their urgent pleading for keeping the museum open during 

2005 to members of the Cultural Services Committee, Council, Mayor, senior City staff, the 

Board of Directors at the marine museum, the community newspapers. All of this effort resulted 

in a “Round Table” at City Hall on March 7, 2005. Present were: Ann Pappart, Director of 

Cultural Services, Robin Etherington, Manager, Cultural Heritage, Jamie Brash, Manager of 

Property and representatives of the volunteers. The objective was to share information, discuss 

issues raised in the Report to Community Services Standing Committee and to consider options. 

From this the next step would be another report to the Community Services Committee and 

Report to Council.  Commissioner Thurston stated in a letter to the volunteers, the following day: 

“Your suggestions were well received and very much appreciated…” He closed the letter with: 

“Following up from the March 7
th

 meeting staff is working on a report to Community Services 

Committee that we hope will be considered at the committee meeting of March 21
st
. We hope to 

make a recommendation that is in line with what the community has expressed as its preferred 

option.” 
34

 

 

The volunteers notified Council Support Services that they would like to make a presentation at 

the March 21
st
 public meeting where the final staff report No.: CS-012 would be discussed. This 

report would be presented to Council on March 22, 2005. The meeting offered stakeholders a 

final chance for making a statement.
35

 

 

The report presented a business plan from the marine museum for a new management contract 

retroactively from 2004 that would conclude in 2009, which included a doubling of the 

management fee to $65,000 among other financial improvements for the marine museum.  

 

                                                 
33

 Jonathan Klynkramer, Burlington, Ontario.  
34

 Letter from Lance Thurston, Commissioner, to Henk Wevers, dated March 08, 2005, with copies to Ann Pappart, 

Robin Etherington, Councillor Beth Pater and Councillor Floyd Patterson. 
35

 Report to Community Services Committee. Report No.: CS-012, 2005-03-21  
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Under “Vision”, the report stated: “There is no strategic plan with which to guide the allocation 

of resources or management of the PHSM. The Cultural Services Division is in the process of 

implementing a Cultural Framework Strategy (CFS) which will explore issues, opportunities and 

gaps, related to the future of many cultural elements in Kingston.”  

 

It repeated the safety concerns expressed in its earlier report and steered the committee to a new 

arms-length management agreement. That particular paragraph stated: “…It will be a much more 

streamlined and efficient arrangement from an administrative point of view and better protect 

the interests of the City.” 

 

The report then offered four options of which the first one: ” …increasing funding for the two 

museums is not recommended.”  

 

The second and third were: maintaining the status quo or seeking an alternative management 

arrangement.  Under the latter, the fee of $31,000 paid to the marine museum would become 

available for any other organization to take on the contract. This caused panic among the 

members of the Board of Directors at the marine museum, since it would decrease funding and 

according to the report :“…would in all likelihood force its closure.” The report continued: 

“Since 1992 the MMGLK, (marine museum, Author) has evolved its day to day operations in 

such a manner that it incorporated the entire City subsidy of $65,000 into its operating budget, 

allocating a portion of its staff time, resources, etc. (sic) to the management of the PHSM.” This 

option was also not recommended.  

 

The fourth option was the temporary closure of the Pump House Steam Museum. The report 

recognized that a temporary closure could become permanent. It mentioned at length the 

community feedback from the volunteers and supporters and finally suggested a means to avoid 

this: “Allow the marine museum to continue managing the museum during 2005 and provide a 

one-time payment of $23,000 in addition to the grant and management fee of $65,000 of the 

expired contract.”  

 

When Council accepted the fourth option, a clear politically compromise to gain time, The Pump 

House Steam Museum was given a reprieve and would remained open in the 2005 season. The 

marine museum board assigned Gordon Robinson, on staff at the marine museum during that 

time, to manage the Pump House Steam Museum on a part time basis.  

 

 

The Phoebe in Storage  

 

The shore line repair in the early part of 2005, affected the Phoebe exhibit, her boathouse, the 

rental company Ahoy Rentals at the south west corner of the museum grounds, and the outdoor 

exhibit that was on the grounds at the rear of the museum. The Phoebe had to be removed and 

put in storage. She ended up on an open parking lot at DC Marine, a commercial boat storage 

company located on the former Alcan industrial grounds just off Sir John A. Macdonald Blvd.  
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Figure 8 and 9. Phoebe’s boathouse dismantled, for the first time the historic boat showed her lines and 

can be viewed in all her beauty… Napanee Crane Rental, one of our supporters and the same company 

that helped us in the first year of restoration when the engine and boiler needed to be lifted out of the 

hull, gently puts the Phoebe on a commerncial trailer.  

 

The volunteers again had to lobby actively to have her stored inside where she was more 

protected from the elements especially the heavy spring showers in March  2005 when her 

boathouse was dismantled and she was lifted off her support structure on to a trailer. The historic 

boat would stay in an abandoned cavernous manufacturing hall in a corner where there were 

relative few leaks in the roof. She hibernated there during 2005 and 2006 while the volunteers 

attended to her maintenance and fine cabin restoration work, once per week, summer and winter.  

 

 
 

Figure 10. The Phoebe in her corner at DC Marine, off Sir John A. Macdonald Blvd., in Kingston.The 

place was a cavernous, leaky former manufacturing hall which could have been the stage for a crime 

scene. Thanks to some personal connections between the site manager and senior staff, the Friends of the 

Phoebe did get full cooperation with access, some protection against the rain and a curtained off area 

where we could assemble weekly for her maintenance and fine restoration work. 

 

In July 2005 the volunteers submitted a six page proposal for exhibiting the Phoebe, preferably 

in Kingston but since the future of the Phoebe as a ‘stranded asset” of the City was not clear, 

they also suggest displaying it elsewhere if the City was not willing to keep her in the museum’s 
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collection. The volunteers rejected a de-accessioning of the Phoebe to the marine museum, since 

it was on the museum’s watch since 1992 that the Phoebe was not maintained and was almost 

lost as an artifact. As one of the possible alternatives, it was suggested the Phoebe may be 

returned to the City of Gravenhurst where she was well known since it sailed on Lake Muskoka 

when Dr. John Brashear owned her from 1914 until his death in 1920. No doubt this was calling 

staff’s and Council’s bluff... 

 

They then presented their solution: design a custom trailer that would double as a much needed 

support cradle and have it built. It would make the release from storage of the Phoebe much 

more feasible with the aim to return her to the public eye as an exhibit at the Pump House Steam 

Museum. The costs for building the trailer at $27,000 would be borne by the volunteers in part 

using $15,000 in donated funds in a dedicated Phoebe account at the marine museum; the 

remainder would also be raised by the volunteers.  

 

 

Muddling Through and Renewal 

 

Towards the end of the 2005 season, City staff met several times with the Executive Director and 

members of the Board of Directors. In the meantime, the volunteer advisory committee made a 

governance model available that included staffing for the Pump House Steam Museum, 

cooperation with the marine museum and supervised by the “Cultural Services Division City of 

Kingston”. It was distributed to city staff, selected members of Council, Friends of the Phoebe 

and Paul George, Curator marine museum, and later Executive Director.
36

 

 

It received a response from Commissioner Thurston. In a letter to Wevers he acknowledges the 

receipt of the proposal for an operating model of the museum and announces that the City is 

working on… “a review of its owned and operated museums this year with the aim of 

recommending more effective governance and operating model that will ensure and sustain the 

viability of these two community assets. This initiative is part of the work program being 

developed for the newly minted Culture and Recreation Department under the direction of Mark 

Fluhrer. An integral part of the review process will be the involvement of our volunteers and 

other interested members of the public.”
37

 The letter was copied to: Members of Council, Glen 

Laubenstein, Chief Administrative Officer, Mark Fluhrer, Director Culture and Recreation 

Department, Robin Ehterington, Manager Cultural Heritage. Mark Fluhrer is the son of Douglas 

Fluhrer who was Director of Parks and Recreation when the Jack Telgmann group of volunteers 

restored the mothballed Kingston Water Works in 1969-73. Etherington a new administrator, 

reports to Fluhrer; she took over from Pappert who moved in August 2005 to a position in 

another city.
38

 

 

                                                 
36

 November 23, 2005, meeting by the volunteer advisory committee with suggestions for organizational issues, 

physical plant, collection and educational impact; the minutes of this meeting included a “Governance Model for the 

Pump House Steam Museum, City of Kingston.”  
37

 Letter from Lance Thurston, Commissioner, to Henk Wevers, Chair Friends of the Phoebe, undated, on city 

letterhead, with copy to: Members of Coucil, Glen Laubenstein, Chief Administrative Officer; Mark Fluhrer, 

Director, Culture and Recreation Department; Robin Etherington, Manager, Cultural Heritage. 
38

 Ann Pappart is now Chief Executive Officer City of Guelph. From LindedIn at 

http://ca.linkedin.com/pub/dir/?first=ann&last=pappert&search=Go 
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The negotiations under Etherington, became a confusing and tortuous process, especially since 

she and the previous Director of the marine museum, Gwenn Charles, had hatched the idea of de-

accessioning the Phoebe and transferring her to the marine museum. This was also the time that 

the two worked on the need for a new, longer term business plan for both museums. 

 

Helpfully, at the same time, the Board of Directors of the marine museum became more coherent 

and productive under the Chairmanship of Mark Siemons, a dynamic and younger local 

businessman.  

 

On July 25, 2006, the Friends of the Phoebe and Pump House Steam Museum volunteers submit 

a twenty page report entitled: “Briefing Notes and Documents for the City of Kingston and 

marine museum”. It includes a listing of documents with their abstracts submitted in the previous 

years; a new proposal for exhibiting the restored steam launch Phoebe, with costs and timelines 

and alternatives; a well-documented plea that the City resists de-accessioning the Phoebe and 

transferring it to the marine museum; the latest report from the volunteer advisory committee, 

including suggestions for organizational improvements, the physical plant, the collection in the 

museum; educational impact, with an emphasis on the newly established Gordon C. Leitch 

Discovery Centre; and finally, a governance model for the museum based on the existing model 

of the MacLachlan Wood Work Museum which is a City-owned museum since xxxxx.  

 

The End Game… 

 

Lost in the ongoing formal and informal negotiations was the proposal from the Friends of the 

Phoebe to build a trailer and support structure in the hopes of setting her free from the dimly lit 

and moldy storage area at the old Alcan Site. The precarious financial position of the marine 

museum further complicated matters. It appeared that the museum might not have the room to 

release the dedicated Phoebe funds. The better part of the fall of 2005 and the spring and summer 

of 2006 were spent on this issue with endless presentations to the Board of the marine museum, 

lobbying efforts of city staff, and clearing-up confused ideas about what had been discussed only 

a few weeks before. Finally on April 13 the approval for the purchase of a dedicated trailer and 

support cradle came through.
39

 Mark Fluhrer, Director Culture and Recreation Department, on 

hearing the news sent a compliment to the volunteers: “…hats off to you and your dedicated 

team for your patience and unwavering dedication and commitment to the Phoebe.” 
40

The team 

he referred to was: Paul Jeffrey, a retired Alcan scientist, Ken Williams, retired engineer, and 

Henk Wevers, retired mechanical engineer all long-term volunteers at the museum. 

 

                                                 
39

 Numerous e-mail between Robin Etherington, staff and board members at the marine museum, and Henk Wevers 

dated from the early months of 2006 to April 13, 2006 when final approval came from Etherington in the form of an 

e-mail. 
40

 E-mail from Mark Fluhrer, Director to the Friends of the Phoebe 
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Figure 11 and 12 . At the left: The Phoebe was fitted onto the custom-built trailer. There were some 

anxious moments. Volunteers Paul Jeffrey, squatting, and Henk Wevers at the left, giving directions to the 

operator of the Napanee Crane Rental company. The Phoebe made an appearance on June 15th, 2007, at 

the museum's  "Doors Open", a province wide event, to make sure she was not forgotten…at the right: 

John Gerretsen, MPP and Mark Fluhrer, Director Culture and Recreation Department, City of Kingston, 

sharing a light-hearted  moment. 

 

 at a special event to make sure she was not forgotten…at the right: John Gerretsen, MPP and Mark 

Fluhrer, Director Culture and Recreation Department, City of Kingston, shared a linghter moment. 

 

 

While the trailer purchase plan was now a “go”, city staff invited representatives of the marine 

museum to a very important meeting at City Hall on February 28, 2006. On behalf of the City the 

following staff attended: Etherington, Manager Culture and Heritage who would lead the 

meeting; Fluhrer as Director of Cultural and Recreation Department, Development Services 

Group; Denis Legere, Commissioner, Corporate Services Group; Gerard Hunt, Commissioner, 

Finance and Corporate Performance Group; Alan McLeod, Senior Legal Counsel, Legal 

Services, Corporate Services Group; and Paul George, who had been Interim Executive Director 

of the marine museum, and had just been hired by the City as Executive Director MacLachlan 

Wood Work Museum and Director of Collections and Exhibits for the City of Kingston. From 

the Board of Directors of the marine museum were present: Mark Siemons, Chairman; Don 

Smithies, Secretary; Brian Osborne and John Sheaffer. Henk Wevers, Pump House Steam 

Museum volunteer, represented the Friends of the Phoebe . 

 

The meeting would be primarily about the relationship between the Ciy and the marine museum 

with an outstanding city loan, lease agreement and operating grant to be settled for 2007 and 

beyond. The Board of Directors had earlier indicated that they were not interested in managing 

the Pump House Steam Museum for the City because their new business plan and the City’s 

obtainable management fee were not even in the same ballpark. Etherington, however, revived 

the question again at this meeting; Siemons, on behalf of the marine museum made it clear that 

without substantial more funding the marine museum would not be able to manage the Pump 

House Steam Museum another year. With that, she accepted what senior staff had already 

anticipated: the Pump House Steam Museum would be managed by the City of Kingston in a 

similar fashion as the MacLachlan Wood Work Museum, during the 2006 season and beyond. 

The meeting progressed from thereon to detail the longer term agreement between the City and 
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the marine museum and the Federal Government on which land the museum is located. As a side 

issue, staff stated that: “The City, by operational decision, supports the purchase of a trailer for 

the Phoebe.” 
41

 
42

 

 

Finally the dice had been cast and the Pump House Steam Museum was cut loose from the arms-

length management agreement with the Marine Museum of the Great Lakes at Kingston. The 

city-owned museum would be managed by the City of Kingston. Over the next several months, 

accounts, endowments were transferred to the city. The steam launch Phoebe was finally 

registered as a City owned artifact, after more than 25 years as a “stranded asset”. The Friends of 

the Phoebe no longer reported to marine museum staff. The day to day management fell to 

Gordon Robinson, who was hired by the City as Curator of the Pump House Steam Museum 

from his position at the marine museum.  

 

 

Phoebe’s Exhibit Shelter 

 

The volunteers were eager to create a permanent display shelter for the historic steam boat and 

with the remainder of the restoration and trailer purchase fund; they started a campaign to build a 

large timber framed structure to house the permanent exhibit of the Phoebe. She has an 

interesting water-safety-tube steam propulsion system and therefore complements the land based 

boilers and engines. While this of interest to the more technical competent visitor, the Phoebe is 

also a very attractive artifact for the general public as it allows a glimpse into the recreational 

activities of the well to do Victorians, the era of the original Kingston Water Works. 

 

In December 2006, two teachers who spearheaded the Building and Construction Internship 

Program based at Queen Elizabeth Collegiate and Vocational Institute, (QECVI) were contacted: 

Don Voteary, the founder of the internship program, who had deep connections with the local 

network of “movers and shakers”, and  Sean Conboy, shop teacher at QECVI. They readily 

agreed that building a large timber frame structure would be a great educational project. The plan 

would, of course, involve administrators at the Limestone District School Board (LDSB). 
43

 

 

The Kingston Whig Standard announced our latest plan and with the public recognition this 

generated, as well as with our track record in successfully completing our projects, the volunteers 

successfully solicited several major contributions: one a cash donation of $10,000 from the 

Leitch family and an in kind donation of large British Columbia Douglas fir beams from 

Goodfellow Inc., a well-known  specialty wood company, headquartered in Delson, Qubec. 

Their donation had a retail value of $26,500. The architectural plans were executed, “pro bono 

publico ”, by Alexander Wilson Architect Inc., the engineering assessment of the structure was 

donated by Zeegers Engineering Inc. and Geocor Engineering Inc., provided the input for the 

                                                 
41

 Email from E. Jesperson, secretary R. Etherington, to M. Siemonson, forwarded to H. Wevers, dated Febuary 13, 

2006. 
42

 Personal notes of the meeting between city staff and marine museum.  H. Wevers, February 28, 2006.  
43

 Newsletter “The Friends of the Phoebe” Volume 3. No. 2, December 2006. Page 1. Archived at: 

http://db.library.queensu.ca/phoebe/friends/newsletters/newsletterv3no2.htm 
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foundation. These successes drove the volunteers to more broad-based public fundraising and a 

$65,000 building fund was soon in the bank. 
44

 

 

Through the same newspaper article the Director of the LDSB, unbeknownst to him, discovered 

that his organization had been committed to a major project by public fiat; he was not happy. An 

emergency meeting at the school board’s executive offices resulted in an amiable solution and 

his full cooperation…
45

 

 

The preparations and continued fundraising went on during the better part of 2007, but in 

September of that year a large truckload of magnificent Douglas fir timbers arrive at the Phoebe 

storage site. 
46

Then finally, on a very cold February morning in 2008, twelve shivering students 

and a highly motivated teacher took in their workshop and environment for the next five months. 

In the preceding months, Robinson, the museum manager, had shepherded the building permit 

through the city’s labyrinth of departments: heritage, parks and recreation, parking, archeological 

research and planning, and legal, just to name a few… AND the foundation had been poured and 

paid for by the city, its financial contribution of about $36,000 to the project.
47

 

 

 

    
 

Figure 13 and 14.  The Douglas fir beams have arrived from storage at DC Marine and the 

students carved  some of the first joints. Teacher Sean Conboy, at the right, with some of the 

students in a planning session on site at the Pump House Steam Museum. 
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 Ibid 
45

 Personal memory of meeting June, or July, 2007 meeting at the LDSB Director’s office; present were: Don 

Voteary, Founder and Leader of the Building Construction Internship Program; Sean Conboy, Teacher QECVI; 

Henk Wevers, Chairman The Friends of the Phoebe; Phil Perrin, Director LDSB Learning Foundation. 
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 Newsletter “The Phoebe Legacy”. Volume 4. No. 1, September 2007, Page 1. Archived at: 
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 Newsletter “The Phoebe Legacy”. Volume 4. No. 3, March 2008. Page 1. Archives at : 
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Figure 15 and 16. The Phoebe timber framed exhibit shelter, mostly donated labour and 

materials, gifted to the City of Kingston by The Friends of the Phoebe. The students who made it 

possible, at the left Sean Conboy, their teacher who carried the project through many highs and 

lows… 

 

 

Conclusion 

 

Jack Telgmann’s indomitable character and his team, organized in the Frontenac Society of 

Model Engineers, transformed the mothballed Kingston Water Works into a live-steam museum, 

the only one in Canada in 1973.   

 

His spirit inspired The Friends of the Phoebe in 1998 to act as a catalyst for the revival of the 

neglected museum. These volunteers no longer “drive the agenda”; they are happy to leave the 

day to day management up to competent city staff to maintain the vitality of the museum and 

build it into an attractive destination for schoolchildren, tourists visiting from many countries and 

of course serve the cultural and industrial heritage of the City of Kingston.  

 

The museum has transformed into a showcase of the former Kingston Water Works and its 

Victorian technology serving the public health and safety of local citizens in the late 1800s. This 

informs modern age people, young and old, through hands-on exhibits and educational 

programming why science and technology is important. Hands-on exhibits show the “why and 

how”. 


